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Our Agenda for Today

Where we are in our weekly programme (generic skills)

Background on scientific writing (the process of writing, hints for quality
control, tenses, plagiarism)

Specific suggestions ito style (American vs British spelling, how to write
numbers, singular vs plural noun & verb forms, split infinitives, ending a
sentence in a preposition, the Oxford comma, hyphenation, borrowing
from other languages, common errors)

On typesetting your document (tables, figures, formulae, referencing,
page & line breaks, graphics)

Things to avoid (1st & 2nd persons, slang and informality, some
positively awful things)

Some beautiful words

Quiz time!
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Where we are in our
Weekly Programme
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Our Generic Skills Programme

12 Mar: Your role, duties & mission as a research student (JvV)

12 Mar: Planning and conducting your research (JvV)

19 Mar: Typesetting text in LATEX (SN, Junior students)

19 Mar: Submitting a research paper (PC, GH, Senior students)

26 Mar: Typesetting maths in LATEX (SN, Junior students)

26 Mar: Doing research while working (KS, JZ, Senior students)

26 Mar: SUnORE skripsie/thesis/dissertation stylesheet (SN)

02 Apr: Easter Weekend

09 Apr: Interlude

16 Apr: Writing style in a skripsie/thesis/dissertation (JvV)

23 Apr: Engineering Test Week

30 Apr: Engineering Test Week

07 May: Recess (Jnr students) / Kleinmond breakaway (Snr students)

14 May: GIS (AF) / Python (JZ) / Orange (PC)

21 May: GIS (PC) / Python (JZ) / CPlex (SN)

28 May: How to reference other works using BibTex (KS & PC)

04 Jun: Creating vector graphics & drawing it into LATEX (CS)

11 Jun: Creating vector graphics & drawing it into LATEX (CS)

18 Jun: Examinations
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Background

No matter how good your research, you must write a good skripsie /
thesis / dissertation to communicate your work to the research community

There is a perception that if you can’t get your grammar right, then
surely you won’t get the maths/model right!

The level of technical detail in a research report is dictated by the
purpose of the report & its intended reader(s)

Pitch your presentation at the level of your peers

Write your own contributions in the present tense, unless reporting the
numerical results you obtained

Write about contributions in the past tense in your literature review

Also use the past tense in your chapter summaries & conclusion

Avoid the future tense altogether.
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The actual process

Write up as you go along:

Hand in written work to your supervisor(s) regularly

Hand in hard copies of your work instead of emailing it
Make sure you understand the feedback
Hand in revisions soon after getting feedback

Do not disagree with your supervisor(s) unnecessarily, but take the

liberty of disagreeing if you feel you have a good/strong point

Remember to hand in old versions of your work together with updated
versions — write back comments on old versions

Remember that the creative process of writing is typically a painful one
— it is iterative!
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Quality control

Learn from grammar corrections by your supervisor:

Written work to be checked by peer-review buddies before submission

Spot error patterns and improve your writing with time
Don’t abuse your supervisor by letting him/her point out the same
mistakes time after time!
Infer general grammar rules & style from feedback on written work

Benefit from your supervisor’s style, but develop your own

Be meticulous about the quality of your output:

You have a clean output slate; be careful from the start
Always use exactly the same form of your name on papers
Always attempt to create poetry; read your work out load

Reputations are built over years; destroyed by single papers

Never bind together the pages of your work immediately after they appear

out of the printer. Check:

that all pages are present and in the correct order
that there are no blank pages in between

that the print quality of each page is sufficient.
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Plagiarism

The wrongful appropriation of some other author’s language or ideas,
representing them as one’s own

Plagiarism is considered a breach of academic ethics

Instead rewrite the ideas in your own words, and cite to the original
author of these ideas

In rare cases, use quotation marks if you absolutely cannot rewrite the
ideas in your own words, or if you want to accentuate another author’s
own words, and also cite the author — if it’s not Shakespeare, bring it
and I’ll help you rewrite it (most likely even more beautifully!)

Beware of self-plagiarism — using an idea from an earlier paper by
yourself, and presenting it as new in another paper (perhaps entirely
unintentionally!)

Copying text word-for-word from your skripsie/thesis/dissertation to use
in a paper is not considered plagiarism, whereas copying text
word-for-word from someone else’s skripsie/thesis/dissertation or from
one of your papers for use in another paper is self-plagiarism

A Turnitin score of less than 15% is completely acceptable.
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in a paper is not considered plagiarism, whereas copying text
word-for-word from someone else’s skripsie/thesis/dissertation or from
one of your papers for use in another paper is self-plagiarism

A Turnitin score of less than 15% is completely acceptable.
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Let’s Get More Specific on Style
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American vs British spelling conventions

We use UK spelling conventions, not USA mash-ups:

center or meter versus centre or metre

color or neighbor versus colour or neighbour

modeling or traveling versus modelling or travelling

fulfillment versus fulfilment

Watch out, however: diameter not diametre
Also: fulfilling not fulfiling

Furthermore, minimise is preferred over minimize
Similarly, characterisation is preferred over characterization, etc.
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On writing numbers

Write out integers strictly not larger than 10
The color red was preferred by 5/11 participants |
The color red was preferred by five out of 11 participants

Separate thousands and thousandths by half spaces (\,)
The race attracted 123675 entries |
The race attracted 123 675 entries

Round numbers, such as hundreds, thousands, or hundred thousands,
should, however, be written out in full
The fish fed 5 000 men | The fish fed five thousand men

Never start a sentence with a numeral
15 people attended the meeting | Fifteen people attended the meeting
123 675 athletes entered for the race | The race attracted 123 675 entries.
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On writing numbers

Use fractional quantities of large powers of 10, such as those in the
millions and billions in combination with the word million or billion
That star is approximately seven and a half billion years old |
That star is approximately 7 500 000 000 years old |
That star is approximately 7.5 billion years old

Use numerals for fractions or decimals
The average snail moves at zero point zero two nine miles per hour |
The average snail moves at twenty nine thousandths of a mile per hour |
The average snail moves at 29

1 000
miles per hour |

The average snail moves at 0.029 miles per hour

When using abbreviations for units of measurement, express numbers as
numerals, and similarly when writing about money
An inch equals two point five four cm | An inch equals 2.54 cm
The search took only 4 minutes | The search took only 4 min
The search took only 4 minutes | The search took only four minutes
That item costs a hundred rand | That item costs R 100.
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Choosing the wrong one . . .

Dependent vs Dependant. The first word is an adjective; the second is a noun
X is the dependant variable | X is the dependent variable
I bequeath to my dependents | I bequeath to my dependants

Effect vs Affect. The first word is a noun; the second is a verb
The affects of choosing . . . | The effects of choosing . . .
The cold effects my health | The cold affects my health

Equation vs Expression. An equation is solved to find an expression for a
variable or an unknown quantity
An equation for x is given | An expression for x is given
Solve the expression in (1) | Solve the equation in (1)

Fewer vs Less. Fewer is used for countable objects; less, on the other hand,
applies to uncountable objects
Less data points . . . | Fewer data points . . .
Fewer water is needed | Less water is needed

Many vs Much. Many is used for countable objects; much, on the other hand,
applies to uncountable objects
Much data is required | Many data are required
Many efforts are made . . . | Much effort goes into . . .
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Choosing the wrong one . . .

A vs An. Use a before words beginning with a consonant sound, or an
before words beginning with a vowel sound
She is a heir | She is an heir
He drafted a MOU | He drafted an MOU
But watch out — a history (first syllable accentuated), yet
an historic (a later syllable accentuated)

Historic vs Historical. Historic describes something momentous in history, while
historical describes something that occurred earlier
We used an historic map | We used an historical map
The effects of the historical Battle of Hastings are still palpable |
The effects of the historic Battle of Hastings are still palpable

Number vs Amount. Usually number is used for countably many things,
whereas amount is used for uncountably many things
The number of water that . . . | The amount of water that . . .
The amount of variables in . . . | The number of variables in . . .
But watch out — money is countable, yet an exception
The number of money that . . . | The amount of money that . . .
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Choosing the wrong one . . .

Principle vs Principal. The first word means concept or a belief governing
one’s behaviour; the second word means main or chief
The principle eigenvalue is . . . | The principal eigenvalue is . . .
He is a man of principal | He is a man of principle

To vs Too. The first word is a preposition; the second word means also or
expresses a degree of excess
Is she coming to? | Is she coming too?
It is to cold to attend | It is too cold to attend
It is too cold too attend | It is too cold to attend
Too be or not too be | “To be or not to be”

Accept vs Except. The first word means consenting to receive or to believe;
the second word is a preposition expressing non-inclusion
I except defeat | I accept defeat
All the integers, accept for 1 | All the integers, except for 1

Ascent vs Assent. The first word means to climb or to rise; the second word
expresses approval or agreement
. . . gradient assent . . . | . . . gradient ascent . . .
A loud murmur of ascent . . . | A loud murmur of assent . . .
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Singular vs plural noun forms . . .

One criterion, but many criteria
It is a single-criteria decision | It is a single-criterion decision
X satisfies the above two criterions | X satisfies the above two criteria

One die, but many dice
A dice has six faces | A die has six faces
He cast a pair of die | He cast a pair of dice

One analysis, but many analyses
The analyses shows that . . . | The analysis shows that . . .
The various analysis were . . . | The various analyses were . . .
(The same for axis/axes and thesis/theses)

One datum, but many data
The model requires only one data | The model requires only one datum
The data is shown in Figure 5 | The data are shown in Figure 5

One phenomenon, but many phenomena
This is a phenomena noted by . . . | This is a phenomena noted by . . .
These phenomenons have been . . . | These phenomena have been . . .

One vertex, but many vertices
The vertexes of the graph | The vertices of the graph
The vertice with the largest degree | The vertex with the largest degree
(The same for index/indices and appendix/appendices)
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The vertice with the largest degree | The vertex with the largest degree
(The same for index/indices and appendix/appendices)
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Singular vs plural noun forms . . .
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Singular vs plural verb forms . . .

The conjunction and requires a plural verb form, but not as well as
X and Y is negative | X and Y are negative
X as well as Y are negative | X , as well as Y , is negative
(Also note the required usage of commas in the second example)

The verb associated with a collection of objects can be singular or plural,
based on whether the collection is addressed or the objects as entities
The summary of results provide . . . | The summary of results provides . . .
A number of people is concerned | A number of people are concerned
The group of protesters are noisy | The group of protesters is noisy
The series of numbers converge | The series of numbers converges
The couple are so happy | The couple is so happy
The couple is keeping secrets from each other |
The couple are keeping secrets from each other.
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Split infinitives . . .

An infinitive is the uninflected form of a verb preceded by the word to
(e.g. to walk, to inflect, to split)

A split infinitive results from placing an adverb or adverbial phrase
between the to and the verb (e.g. to boldly go, or to casually walk)

No thorough-bred student would want to split an infinitive . . .

A split infinitive can usually be avoided by slightly rephrasing
The suite allows one to quickly, easily, and cost-effectively manage tasks |
The suite allows one to manage tasks quickly, easily, and cost effectively

There are cases where splitting infinitives is just wrong
Do you have to so loudly play? | Do you have to play so loudly?
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Ending a sentence in a preposition

A preposition is a word governing, and usually preceding, a noun or
pronoun and expressing a relation to another word or element in the
clause, as in the man on the platform or she arrived after dinner

Although not wrong, it is considered poor style (i.e. too informal) to end
a sentence in a preposition when writing a formal document
Which journal was your article published in? |
In which journal was your article published?

Sometimes attempts at avoiding ending a sentence in a preposition is just
too awkward — “Ending a sentence in a preposition is something up with
which I shall not put!” (Sir Winston Churchill).
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Compare to or compare with?

In American English, to is generally preferred, whereas in UK English use
of the two constructions is more evenly spread

As we follow UK English, please use with wherever possible
It is difficult to compare our results to those of their study |
It is difficult to compare our results with those of their study

If, however, compare is used to convey that one thing resembles another,
or to make a specific analogy between two similar things, then use to
— A famous example from Shakespeare’s Sonnet XVIII:
Shall I compare thee with a summer’s day? |
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
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The Oxford comma

The Oxford comma is the final comma in a list of objects
Please bring me a pencil, eraser and notebook |
Please bring me a pencil, eraser, and notebook

It is a stylistic suggestion rather than being cast in stone

The reason for the comma is that it sometimes eliminates ambiguity
I love my parents, Lady Gaga and Humpty Dumpty |
I love my parents, Lady Gaga, and Humpty Dumpty

The above problem could also have been resolved by rephrasing
I love Lady Gaga, Humpty Dumpty and my parents.
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The hyphen thing . . .

Before and after the noun:

It is a well known algorithm. | It is a well-known algorithm.
The algorithm is well-known. | The algorithm is well known.

It is a real time implementation. | It is a real-time implementation.
It runs in real-time. | It runs in real time.

They are high quality alternatives. | They are high-quality alternatives.
They are of high-quality. | They are of high quality.

A hyphen is used in the case of double-barrel adjectives.
. . . but not when the phrase is the subject of the sentence!

Watch out, a hyphen can even change the meaning of a phrase!

three minute-intervals versus three-minute intervals

real-time control versus real time-control.
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Borrowing from other languages . . .

Emphasise phrases and abbreviations borrowed from languages other than the
main language employed

Latin examples include:

1 e.g. (exempli gratia)

2 et al. (et alia)

3 etc. (et cetera)

4 i.e. (id est)

5 versus

6 via

(And remember to follow an abbreviation fullstop by a backslash space)
Dantzig et al. [13] formulated . . . | Dantzig et al. [13] formulated . . .
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On Matters of Typesetting
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Lists, tables, figures, formulae and referencing

Inexperienced writers often tend to use lists of bulleted or numbered
items to convey their message, rather than prose (sentences within
paragraphs) — please avoid this at all costs

Mathematical formulae, expressions and equations are parts of sentences,
and should hence have punctuation (do not use colons before formulae)

Do not hardcode numbering
(use label & ref as well as bibitem & cite commands)

Avoid forward referencing at all costs!

All numbered environments (figures, tables, algorithms, equations) and
bibliographic references should be referred to in the text (otherwise these
environments are known as dangling environments or references).
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Lists, tables, figures, formulae and referencing

If you refer to a specific figure or table, you are using its name and should
use a capital “F” or “T” when citing the floating environment
As shown in figure 3, . . . | As shown in Figure 3, . . .
The notation in the Figure is . . . | The notation in the figure is . . .

All tables and figures should be numbered and have:

comprehensive stand-alone captions above or below them (ending in
a full-stop)

short captions taken up in the list of figures and list of tables (not

ending in a full-stop!).
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Morse code (or . . . -, – and —)

The hyphen. Typeset by typing a single -, the hyphen (koppelteken in
Afrikaans) is used to link words together as we have just seen
real–time | real-time
real—time | real-time

From a to b. Typeset by typing --, this slightly longer line is used as a
shorthand notation for “from a to b” by writing “a–b”
Figure 2(a)-(b) | Figure 2(a)–(b)
pp. 253—276 | pp. 253–276

The dash. Typeset by typing ---, this long line (aandagstreep in Afrikaans)
is used as separate parts of a sentence
The algorithm is efficient - in fact, it is the fastest available. |
The algorithm is efficient — in fact, it is the fastest available.
Note that there are spaces before and after the dash.
The dash should be used very sparingly!
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Page breaks and line breaks . . .

While LATEX’s English hyphenation is virtually infallible, this is not true for
other languages, such as Afrikaans — you can teach LATEX to hyphenate
by typing, for example, \hyphenation{hier-die} in the preamble
(universal) or by typing hier\-die in-text (single instance)

When referring to Table 3, for example, it is not ideal to have a line break
between “Table” and “3” (avoid by typing Table˜3), and similarly for a
line break between an author name and citation

Do not typeset a line break directly after “(1)” or “(a)” — rather force a
line break before such numbering of items

Never have a page break directly after a colon

Do not typeset equations in their own paragraphs

Do not typeset a single line of a paragraph at the very bottom or very top
of a page — this is called a dangling line.
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Graphics

Make sure your figures are large enough and in vector graphic format

Use the same font and font size in your text as in your figures

Colour should only be used when absolutely necessary, because:

It is expensive to print in colour — don’t print draft copies in colour

If you submit your work to a journal for publication, the journal will

likely print it in black and white

If you insist on using colour, perhaps create two versions, one for
presentations and one for publication

Consider using dots, crosses, squares, triangles for data points in distinct
clusters or different line styles to distinguish between curves instead of
using different colours

Remember to include appropriate legends.
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Things to Avoid
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The first and second persons . . .

Avoid the first and second persons in formal skripsies/theses/dissertations
You would have expected . . . | One would have expected . . .

This is easily achieved by referring to the third person (as above) or
writing in the passive form rather than in the active form
I disprove the Riemann hypothesis in Chapter 4 |
The Riemann hypothesis is disproven in Chapter 4

In academic papers, the style is less formal, and then it is OK to use the
first and second persons.
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Slang and informality do not belong in scientific report

Please avoid abbreviations such as the following (which save very little space!):

don’t | do not

it’s | it is

till | until

Also do not attribute human properties to chapters, figures and the like:

Figure 2 shows a graph of f (x) | A graph of f (x) is shown in Figure 2

This chapter considers . . . | . . . is considered in this chapter

Avoid emotional descriptors such as huge, extremely, ridiculous, grotesque and
unbelievable — always try to tone down your narrative so that it is perceived as
being a rational account, which builds confidence on the part of the reader.
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Some positively awful things, best avoided . . .

Get, got and gotten are all rotten! Rather use words such as acquire, secure,
receive or obtain

Use of the word big As in “He had a big influence on the discipline.” Rather
write “He had a considerable influence on the discipline.”

Use of the phrase a lot of Rather use a phrase such as a considerable number
of, or simply much or many

X is dependent on Y Much better to write “X depends on Y” or “X is a
function of Y”

Use of the predicate symbols ∃ and ∀ While their use is perfectly fine in the
context of predicate logic, they should be avoided in general
mathematical contexts

Keep referencing the same work Please read more widely when writing your
literature review!
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A scholar and a gentleman . . .

John Norbury

“A gentleman never writes firstly and certainly does not start a
sentence with However . . . ”
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Try not to . . .

. . . pretend your spell-checker doesn’t exist Please turn it on, and make sure
you select UK English

. . . start a sentence with “However, . . . ” Rather place the word mid-sentence
(always both precede and succeed it with a comma)
However, there are also advantages to using the algorithm. |
There are, however, also advantages to using the algorithm.

. . . have a §4.1 if there is no §4.2

. . . plonk a single reference at the end of a paragraph Rather place references
within the paragraph right after the statements that you would
like to attribute to other authors

. . . over-use the word use (adopt, employ, apply, utilise, resort to, harness . . . )
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And Now for some Beautiful Words
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Some beautiful words . . .

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder . . .

But some words used by my students are just so fu. . . exceedingly gorgeous
that they absolutely must be mentioned:

Agility, alluring, apotheosis, assemblage, audacious, augury, benevolence,
bodacious, catharsis, celerity, chrysalis, coalesce, conflate, confluence,
cromulent, cusp, cynosure, denouement, desuetude, desultory, egregious,
eloquence, elucidate, ephemeral, epiphany, epoch, equanimity, equi-temporal,
erstwhile, euphoria, evocative, exogenous, exquisite, fabulous, fragility, furtive,
gargantuan, imbrication, imbue, imperturbable, incandescence, incipient,
ineffable, inferential, iridescent, judicious, minutiae, nebulous, nemesis,
panacea, panoply, parsimony, pernicious, plethora, prevarication, pristine,
propinquity, quaint, quiescent, quietude, quintessential, rapturous, redolent,
resilience, scintilla, sonorous, sprightliness, statuesque, sublime, surreptitious,
transfiguration, unabashed, unflappable, unravel, untoward, vanquish,
verisimilitude, vibrant, vortex, waft, zenith
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Ten-question quiz on singular vs plural verb forms . . .

1 The set of data is/are incomplete? (Is)

2 The data is/are categorical? (Are)

3 This series of books is/are phenomenal? (Is)

4 A handful of new books is/are published each week? (Are)

5 A good pair of shoes is/are a luxury in some parts of the world? (Is)

6 The team is/are heading for practice this afternoon? (Is)

7 The team is/are staying with their families tonight? (Are)

8 Nearly 25% of the population is/are Muslim? (Is)

9 Our staff meets/meet on Tuesday mornings? (Meets)

10 Our staff works/work hard to meet their various deadlines? (Work)
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Fifteen instances of spot the error(s) . . .

1 This phenomena was observed in earlier iterations of the algorithms execution. |
This phenomenon was observed during earlier iterations of the algorithm’s
execution.

2 However, Epstein et. al. [7] maximized the equation in (2.1). | Epstein et
al. [7], however, maximised the expression in (2.1).

3 Motorways have more traffic flow compared to other roads. | Motorways
experience higher traffic flows than other roads.

4 As systems have gotten more complex predicting how they are to evolve as
become more difficult. | As systems have become more complex, predictions as
to how they might evolve have become more difficult.

5 Its a open source tool to solve equations. | It is an open-source tool for solving
equations.

6 Besides for determining the solution, it’s quality is also assed. | In addition to
determining a solution, its quality is also assessed.

7 Whereafter a discussion of the algorithms’ complexity is given in section 2.3. | A
discussion follows in §2.3 on the algorithm’s computational complexity.

8 If solution a is non-dominated by solution b, a is added to set J of the
non-dominated solutions. | Let a and b be two solutions. If a is not dominated
by b, then a is inserted into the set J , which contains the non-dominated
solutions.
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9 The pseudocode for this procedure is found in step 4 of Kung et al.’s efficient
algorithm.

| A pseudo-code description of this procedure is provided in Step 4 of
the efficient algorithm of Kung et al. [17].

10 The results in table 3.14 is compared to the results of [23]. | The results in
Table 3.14 are compared with those reported by Davids and Bellingham [23].

11 Karp said the solution is unique, however this is ridiculous because four is also a
solution. | Karp [15] claimed that the solution is unique, but this seems to be
incorrect, because x = 4 is also a solution.

12 There is no data in literature to validate the algorithm with. | No data are
available in the literature in terms of which the algorithm may be validated.

13 The answer’s to rapidly solve (4.16) before going onto the next step. | The
answer is to solve the equation in (4.16), which may be done rapidly, before
continuing to the next step.

14 It took less than 10 minutes till a solution was discovered. | A solution was
computed in under ten minutes.

15 Unfortunately the problem can’t be optimally solved fastly, so we need some
approximation procedure like simulated annealing. | Unfortunately, the problem
instance cannot be solved exactly within an acceptable timeframe, and so an
approximate solution procedure, such as simulated annealing, is required.
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We wish our fourth-years a good
Test Week experience. Good luck!
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